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Legislation and Human Rights Charters and Covenants –
the source of ZIP.



Definitions
◦ Indigenisation
◦ An indigenous Zimbabwean
◦ Economic Empowerment



Why indigenize in Zimbabwe



The Indigenisation Process



The Indigenisation Benefits – the sweet aspects



The Indigenisation challenges – the sour aspects.



Conclusion



ZIP is authorized by:

a)
b)
c)

The Constitution of Zimbabwe (Amendment No.
20) No. 1 of 2013 (“the new Constitution”).
The Zimbabwe Government Policy Framework for
Indigenisation of the Economy (last updated
Tuesday
24 November 2009).
The Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment
Act, Chapter 14:33 (“Cap 14:33”), as read with:
 The Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment (General)
Regulations, Statutory Instrument 21/2010 (“SI 21/10”).
 The Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment (General)
(Amendment) No. 1 of 2010.



The Indigenization and Economic Empowerment
(General) (Amendment) Regulations No. 2, Statutory
Instrument 116/2010 (“SI 116/10”).



The Indigenization and Economic Empowerment
(General) (Amendment) Regulations No. 3, Statutory
Instrument 34/2011 (“SI 34/11”).



The Government General Notice No. 114 of 2011 (“GN
114/11”).



The Government General Notice No. 459 of 2011 (“GN
459/11”).



The Government General Notice No. 280 of 2012 (GN
280/12”).



The Indigenization and Economic Empowerment
Regulations (SI 66/13”)



The African Charter on Human and People’s
Rights.



The International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights.



Zimbabwe is not the first country to
implement an Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment programme.



Almost all the rich countries of the world
have done it in various forms at one time or
another, e.g. USA. Japan, France, China,
Finland, Norway, Italy, Austria, Taiwan,
Singapore, South Korea and South Africa.



Cap 14:33 defines:




Indigenization to mean “...a deliberate

involvement of indigenous Zimbabweans in the
economic activities of the country, to which
hitherto they had no access, so as to have an
equitable ownership of the nation’s resources”.
An indigenous Zimbabwean to mean “...any

person who, before 18 April 1980, was
disadvantaged by unfair discrimination on the
grounds of his or her race and any descendant of
such person and includes any company,
association, syndicate or partnership of which
indigenous Zimbabweans form the majority of
members or hold the controlling interest”.





Economic Empowerment to mean “The creation of an

environment which enhances the performance of the
economic activities of indigenous Zimbabweans into
which they would have been introduced or involved
through indigenization”.

Natural Resources mean:
 “The Air, soil, waters and mineral resources of Zimbabwe,
 The mammals, birds, fish and other animal life of

Zimbabwe,

 The trees, grasses and other vegetation of Zimbabwe.
Zimbabwe.\
\
 The springs, vleis, sponges, reed beds, marshes, swamps

and other streams of Zimbabwe.

 Any landscape, scenery or site having an esthetic appeal or
scenic value or historical archeological interest”.



Seed Capital is an amount of money, in the
form of a donation, which is voluntarily given
to a Community Share Ownership Trust or
Scheme (“CSOTS”) by a qualifying company
operating in its area, to enable it to begin its
operations, taking note that in the past, the
communities had not benefitted much from
the operations of such qualifying companies

Discrimination and its Consequences
 Before Independence:
 Black people were discriminated against socially,
economically and politically and extra judicial
methods were used to further entrench the system of
black servitude to ensure that there was a co-relation
between race and wealth.
 The colonial socio- economic and political system was
geared to serve the interests of the white minority and
the colonial metropolis at the expense of the indigenous
black population


Black Zimbabweans did not have access to, and control
over, their God given natural resources, and had limited
access to education, health and other social services.



This colonial heritage played a major role in the
impoverishment of black Zimbabweans.



Statistics show that seventy percent (70%) of Zimbabwe’s
thirteen (13) million people live in rural areas and play no
part in Zimbabwe’s main stream economy.



The same statistics show that 70% of the 13 million people
are the youth, aged between 0 and 35 years, who play no
part in Zimbabwe’s main stream economy.



Accordingly no nation can afford to see 70% of its people
shut out of its mainstream economy.



Black areas, then known as “Tribal Trust Lands” or
“Communal Lands”, were neglected in terms of
development by the white run Governments that ruled the
country from 1890 to April 1980.
The black population was only perceived as reservoirs of
cheap labour.






There is need to establish a socio-economic and political
system that serves to improve the standard of living of the
broad masses in Zimbabwe and further integrate them into
the main stream economy – a national economy.
economy



Zimbabwe lies at the heart of “The Persian Gulf of strategic
minerals of our earth”; rich in Diamonds – which started
appearing on the surface of the earth in the Eastern Parts
of Zimbabwe in the Marange Area which has now made the
country the fourth largest custodian of diamonds in the
World.



These strategic minerals were being exploited by multi
national corporations using the cheap labour of
indigenous Zimbabweans and the country benefiting very
little from its resources.



ZIP is perceived as necessary to reverse all this.



Article 21(1) as read with Article 22(1) of The African Charter On Human
and People’s Rights provide that “All
All peoples shall freely dispose of their
wealth and natural resources. This right shall be exercised in the
exclusive interests of the people. In no case shall a people be deprived
of it”.
it



Indigenous Zimbabweans deserve nothing less. As a people, they should
freely dispose of their wealth and natural resources, a right to be
exercised to their exclusive interests, and a right they should not be
deprived of.



Article 2 of the International Covenant On Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights is also to the effect that all citizens within a country must benefit
from a state using its natural resources to guarantee socio-economic
rights.



So, ZIP is an internationally approved principle, which has been
practised worldwide.



Section 14 of Chapter 4 of the New Constitution provides “The
The State
and all institutions and agencies of government at every level must
endeavour to facilitate and take measures to empower, through
appropriate, transparent, fair and just affirmative action, all
marginalized persons, groups and communities in Zimbabwe.



Section 20(1)(c) of the same Constitution provides “The
The State and all
institutions and agencies of government at every level must take
reasonable measures including affirmative action programmes to
ensure that the youth, i.e. between the ages of 15 and 35 years, are
afforded opportunities for employment and other avenues to economic
empowerment”



In effect, the new Constitution provides for socio-economic rights that
were missing in the old Lancaster House Constitution. For instance it
provides specifically for the right to education, healthcare, shelter,
among others, using the country’s available natural resources



Section 3 of Cap 14:33 mandates Zimbabwe to take legislative
measures to indigenize its economy and to provide support for the
economic empowerment of indigenous Zimbabweans and sets the 51%
indigenous quota as minimum.



A general legal framework which defines the process exists.



Section 6 of Cap 14:33 directs that companies and businesses
owned by non-indigenous Zimbabweans (not foreign owned because
the two are different) to sell, cede or donate fifty one percent (51%)
of the equity or shareholding to previously disadvantaged
indigenous Zimbabwean, to enable them to participate in the main
stream economy – the national economy.
This is a far cry from nationalization. The Zimbabwean Government
interprets this Section to mean the creation of a mutually beneficial
partnership based on the Covean win-win principle, where:





The non-indigenous investor comes with his money and equipment
to do business in Zimbabwe.



The Zimbabwean State, which owns the natural resources in the
country, meets him halfway by offering the natural resources that
the investor is interested in as its part of the bargain to acquire 51%
of the partnership.



At the end of the day, it is a win-win for all.



To make the communities benefit from their God given natural
resources, ten percent (10%) of the equity or shareholding of the
company or companies exploiting the natural resources in their
areas (now technically called the qualifying company or
companies), goes directly to the communities.



This 10% which forms part of the 51% indigenization and
economic empowerment quota of a qualifying company is held
on behalf of the communities by the Community Share
Ownership Schemes/Trusts (“CSOTS”) which have been formed in
about seven of the fifty nine (59) districts of the country.



The CSOTS’ main objectives are to:

◦ enable communities to benefit from their God given
resources.
◦ Involve rural communities in the mainstream economy – the
national economy.
◦ Reinforce the role of communities in economic
development by enabling them to make decisions on their
development priorities.
◦ Enable rural communities to hold equity in qualifying
businesses or companies.



The CSOTS use the monetary value of the 10% shareholding to build,
operate and maintain schools, clinics, hospitals, roads, dipping
tanks, water and sanitation facilities, dams, gulley reclamation,
borehole drilling machines and other operations related to soil
conservation and preservation of erosion in their areas.



The CSOTS are also mandated to provide youth employment and
poverty alleviation projects in their areas, and they are supervised by
the Ministry of Youth Development, Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment in liaison with the Ministry of Local Government Rural
and Urban Development.



CSOTS, some qualifying companies have so far provided “seed
money” to them, some as much as US$10 million (Ten million) to
start their operations.



To date, a little over US$107 million dollars has been pledged by
twelve non-indigenously owned mining companies as seed money to
the CSOTS, of which US$22.3 million has been paid.



Besides the CSOTS, ZIP legislation makes room for workers share
ownership schemes/trusts (“WSOTS”), which hold at least five
percent (5%) and in some cases as much as twenty eight percent
(28%) shareholding in qualifying companies they work for.



The WSOTS’ main objective is to enhance the
workers’ livelihoods financially by empowering
them to:
◦ earn extra income by way of periodic dividends on top of
their salaries.
◦ receive a lump sum upon disposal of their shareholding
when they retire from a qualifying company.



The 5% shareholding for the WSOTS forms part of
the 51% indigenization and economic
empowerment quota of a qualifying company.



Some companies have been allowed to give more,
between 5% and 28% shareholding to their
employees. Some companies, e.g. Schweppes
have even gone beyond the recommended
maximum of 28% and has given 51% shareholding
to their workers. Meikles, has given 20%
shareholding to its employees.



Taking the CSOTS’ 10% and the WSOTS’ 5%
together from the 51% indigenization and
economic empowerment quota, leaves a balance
of 35% which has been accounted for in one of
two ways in terms of the law:
◦ either part, or all of it, is purchased by identified
indigenous Zimbabweans while part or all of it has been
acquired by the National Indigenisation and Economic
Empowerment Fund (NIEEF”).
◦ The value of NIEEF’s shareholding goes into the National
Indigenisation and Economic Empowerment Board Fund
later to be called a Sovereign Wealth Fund.
◦ Proceeds from this Fund, it is argued, have to be used
for national development, especially in resource poor
areas which may overall not have qualifying companies
operating there.



The 35% or more of the 51% shareholding in qualifying
companies, is treated differently in some designed sectors.



Section 5A of SI 21/10 empowers the Minister to establish
sectorial committees for specific sectors of the economy
and to make recommendations to him on:



the appropriate minimum net asset value threshold above
which a business in the sector or sub-sector concerned is
required to comply with the regulations.



Policies to overcome specified barriers and challenges to
indigenization in any sector or sub-sector of the economy

At least fourteen (14) sector specific
committees have been established as follows:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Mining.
Energy
Agriculture, agro processing
Transport and motor industry
Telecommunications and ICT
Manufacturing
Trading
Construction and engineering.
Financial services.
Tourism and Hospitality.
Arts, entertainment and culture.
Education and sport.
Services.



To date the committees have made their recommendations to
the Minister in response to which at least eleven (11) of the 14
sectors have had regulations passed which outline indigenization
procedures and obligations in the specific sectors. These are
dealt with in the following paragraphs.



GN 114/11 applicable to the Mining Sector directs that the 51%
shareholding immediately be sold or disposed to “designated
entities” defined to mean:



the National Indigenization and Economic Empowerment Fund



The Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation



The Statutory Sovereign Wealth Fund



The Employee Share Ownership Scheme or Trust



The Community Share Ownership Scheme or Trust



This arrangement discourages concentration of …
benefits by individuals or groups of indigenous
Zimbabweans to acquire part of the 51% economic
empowerment shareholding quota at the expense of
the broad masses



NB. Not sure though whether this General Notice is
valid at law. It remains to be tested in the Courts.



For the manufacturing sector:
◦ GN 459/11 prescribes that all businesses with a net asset
value of at least US$100 000.00 shall comply with the 51%
indigenization shareholding requirement over a period of
four (4) years from the date of its publication.
◦ Eligible businesses are to submit their indigenization
implementation plans within forty five (45) days from the
date of GN459/11’s publication in terms of Section 5(6) of SI
21/10 as amended.



Compliance is as follows:
◦ Year One – 26% of indigenous shareholding
◦ Year Two – 36% of indigenous shareholding
◦ Year Three – 46% of indigenous shareholding
◦ Year Four – 51% of indigenous shareholding.

GN 280/12 prescribes different indigenization
thresholds and different periods for the
following sectors – financial; arts
entertainment and culture; engineering and
construction; energy; services;
telecommunications; transport and the motor
industry as per table.

Sub-sector

All financial
institutions

Minimum net
asset value
US$

Lesser share
for nonindigenous
businesses

Years to
comply

As per
minimum
capital
prescribed by
the Reserve
Bank of
Zimbabwe

51%

1st year=51%

Sub-sector

Minimum net asset
Lesser share for nonvalue
indigenous businesses
US$
Accommodation (Hotels according to stars and value)—
1 star
2 500 000,00
51%
2 star
5 000 000,00
51%
3 star
7 500 000,00
51%
4 star
7 500 000,00
51%
5star
10 000 000,00
51%
Boats/Cruisers/Yachts
500 000,00
51%
Motor Coaches (MC0)
500 000,00
51%
Tourist Activities—
Hunting safari’s or
1,00
51%
operators
Tour Operators(Reserved for indigenous Zimbabweans)—
Photographic and other
100 000,00
51%
non-consumptive safari
operators
Fishing safaris
100 000,00
51%
Visitors activities
51%
(including canoeing,
100 000,00
rafting, cruising, bungee
jumping, horse riding and
golf IVAC)
Visitors attractions
51%
including game parks, farms,
100,00

Years to comply

1st year=51%
1st year=51%
1styear=51%
1styear=51%
1styear=51%
1st year=51%
1st year=51%
1st year=51%
1styear=51%
1styear=51%
1styear=51%

1st year=51%

sanctuaries, at galleries and
cultural villages

External Tours

500 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

Sub-sector

Minimum net
asset value
US$

Lesser share for
non-indigenous
businesses

Years to comply

Pre-schools

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Primary Schools

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Secondary
Schools

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Private Colleges

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Universities

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Sport entities,
social clubs and
sport associations

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Sub-sector

Minimum net asset
value
US$

Lesser share for
non-indigenous
businesses

Years to comply

Performing Arts,
Theatre, Music and
Dance

1 000 000,00

51%

1st year=51%

Entertainment Film

10 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

Entertainment
Television

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Entertainment Radio

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Visual arts and craft

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Sub-sector

Minimum net asset
value
US$

Lesser share for
non-indigenous
businesses

Years to comply

Consulting Engineers

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Building Contractors

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Civil Engineering

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Electrical and
Mechanical
Engineering

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Material, Plant Hire
and Equipment
Supplies

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Joinery and shop
fitting
Plumbing

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

1,00

51%

1styear=51%

Sub-sector

Minimum net
asset value
US$

Lesser share
for nonindigenous
businesses

Years to
comply

Transportation

1,00

51%

1st year= 51%

Storage/Handlin
g
Retail

1,00

51%

1st year= 51%

1,00

51%

1st year= 51%

Retail
(Existing)
Distribution

100 000,00

51%

1st year= 51%

100 000,00

51%

1st year= 51%

System
integration

500 000,00

51%

1styear= 51%

Electricity —

Renewable energy—

Sub-sector

Minimum net
asset value
US$

Lesser share for
non-indigenous
businesses

Years to comply

Maintenance
services
Healthcare

100 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

500 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

Security services

50 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

Catering services

50 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

Freight and
logistics
Construction and
engineering

149 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

49 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

Franchising

30 000,00

51%

1styear=51%

Sub-sector
Advertising
Broadcasting
Communication and
networking
Courier services
Equipment agents for
supply and
maintenance
Equipment assembly
and/or manufacturing
Film making
Fixed telephone
Internet access
provision
Mobile cellular
Postal general
Public data
Publications

Minimum net asset
value
US$
1,00
1,00
1,00

Lesser share for
non-indigenous
businesses

Years to comply

51%
51%
51%

1st year=51%
1st year=51%
1st year=51%

1,00
1,00

51%
51%

1st year=51%
1st year=51%

1,00

30%

1styear=51%

1,00
1,00
1,00

40%
30%
40%

1st year=51%
1st year=51%
1st year=51%

1,00
1,00
1,00
1,00

51%
40%
40%
40%

1st year=51%
1st year=51%
1styear=51%
1styear=51%

Sub-sector

Minimum net asset
value
US$
500 000,00

Lesser share for nonindigenous
businesses

Years to comply

51%

1st year =51%

20 000,00

51%

1st year =51%

Harbours

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Motor trade

1,00

51%

1st year =51%

Part manufacturing

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Assembling factories

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Wholesale distributors

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Agent or sub-dealers

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Parts distributors
retailers

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Panel beaters

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

Workshops

1,00

51%

1st year=51%

1 000 000,00

51%

1st year =51%

Haulage industry
Inland water bodies

Public and
commercial airlines



Valet services.



Barber shops, hair dressing and beauty saloons.



Employment agencies.



Tobacco grading and packaging.



Tobacco processing.



Advertising agencies.



Meat processing.



The provision of local arts and craft, marketing and
distribution



NB: Difficult to implement – problem of “fronting”



SI 66/13 directs that fourteen (14) sectors are closed to
non-indigenous owned companies which are:


Agriculture (primary production of foods and cash
crops).



Transportation (passenger buses, taxis and car hire
services).



Retail and wholesale.



Estate Agencies.



Bakeries.



Grain milling.





The story is better told in the following tables
, 2, 3 and 4.



Table Two – successful Community Share
Ownership Trusts to date.



Table Three – Pictures on Community projects
funded by different community trusts.



Table Four – evidence of employee
empowerment for Schweppes



Although ZIP has registered phenomenal success, it
has had many sour challenges, and because of time
constraints, only a few will be discussed.



The limited geographical spread of ZIP’s benefits



Not all districts of Zimbabwe have significant natural
resources from which CSOTS can generate revenue
for local communities. Indeed most qualifying
companies and business are not in all the 59 Districts
of Zimbabwe.



The emerging problem is selective development in
areas where CSOTS have been established while other
districts continue to wallow in poverty and minimal
economic development. Many Zimbabweans in these
areas complain of being sidelined.





NIEEB has come up with the equalization concept in
answer to the problem.



NIEEB argues that proceeds from the NIEEF is used for
national development especially in resource poor areas
which may overall not have qualifying companies
operating there. The argument proffered is that the Fund
is resourced through the monetization of the natural
resources NIEEB brings to the investment table. This is an
area which require further debate and fine tuning. This,
your audience, is an appropriate audience to deal with the
issue.



The next problem is conferring the benefits to the elite.



Dr Jesimen Chipika and Joyce Malaba, in their research
published in September 2012, noted that “While the

majority of indigenous Zimbabweans support the IEEP as
beneficiaries, there are however generally concerned about
the possibility of ‘elite indigenisation’ being the final
outcome of this transformation and also the chasing away
of FDI”.



Some argue that it is no longer “indigenization
indigenization”
indigenization but
“elitization
elitization”
individualization”.
elitization or “individualization
individualization



Minister Kasukuwere admits that in the scheme of
things, some indigenous Zimbabweans may benefit
more than others, as ZIP respects “... freedom of
association”. See The New African Magazine, July
2013, Page 47.



Commenting on the ZIP benefiting the elite and
admitting the elite indigenization problem, Minister
Kasukuwere has said, “However, should an elite

indeed be established, then food for thought is ...
whether an indigenous elite is worse than a nonnonindigenous elite”. See The New African Magazine,

July 2013, Page 47.



The other problem is politicization of ZIP and
Ownership fronting by Indigenous People.
People



Dr Jesimen Chipika and Joyce Malaba in their report (supra)
state that, “Other concerns raised include, the problem of

the politicization of IEEP, the possibility of ownership
‘fronting’
fronting’ by indigenous people in protection of foreign
ownership, expropriation concerns during the transfer of
the 51% to the indigenous Zimbabweans and the weak
consideration of IEE legislation of the micro, small and
medium enterprises (MSME) and other sectors which the
indigenous people are largely involved in.”


Resourcing indigenization – Indigenous Zimbabweans have
no money.



This has given rise to legal instruments which give
indigenous benefits by one hand and take them away by
the other.



Legal instruments as Loan Agreements conjoined with the
Charge Over Shares Arrangements and the Voting Pool
Agreements are used. It is important for NIEEB to have
resources to fund the indigenization process to nip this
problem in the bud.



Balancing the FDI and Indigenisation
◦ Balancing investment and control



“ However Milking the cows without feeding them is

unacceptable.” Minister Kasukuwere has said.”



The legal interpretation problems



The definition of an Indigenous Zimbabwean, it is argued
makes ZIP a constitutionalised racism in reverse.



Why punish descendants for the sins of their ancestors?



Why punish descendants born free into Independent
Zimbabwe in any event?



These are the questions which have been
asked and continue to be asked.



Where do you place Asians and those of the
mixed race.



These are sour challenges which need to be
tackled going forward.





ZIP is here to stay. It is gaining momentum.
It has registered critical evidence based
success stories. The process however is not
without challenges. It is both a sweet and
sour process. ZIP’s over arching objectives
and goals remain noble. The implementation
journey will be bumpy here and there, but the
destination of overall empowerment of
indigenous Zimbabweans will be achieved.
The win-win approach is a must.

